Take Chapman-Enskog-like approach to derive closures. Temperature change due to slow, resistive evolution obeys
Diffusive, Braginskii closure sets
For long-mean-free-path plasmas Changing magnetic topology results in large Average over bounce motion to handle short scale length. Expand in eigenfunction basis to handle pitch angle variable, . 
dL' (T(-L') -T(L')) K(L',L)
Diffusive F addresses local gradient only getting wrong sign and magnitude.
Nonlocal Closures for Plasma Fluid Simulations -p.13/23
Nonlocal effects critical for getting correct
Overlapping magnetic perturbations lead to field line chaos which emphasizes nonlocal effects of Analogous nonlocal exists for sheared slab geometry Combination of generalized closure theory and massively parallel numerics permits simulation of parallel particle dynamics on fluid time scales.
Apply ¡ to study heat flow dynamics in tokamaks. Nonlocal closure qualitatively different than diffusive closure.
Heat flows rapidly along field lines hitting the wall. 
Conclusion
Developed nonlocal closures that encompass Landau, collisional, and particle trapping physics in general toroidal geometry.
Implemented massively parallel semi-implicit approach in NIMROD code for application to high-performance, toroidal fusion experiments.
Combination of generalized closure theory and massively parallel numerics permits simulation of parallel particle dynamics on fluid time scales.
Scaling of 
